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UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES IN IMPORTS-SECTION 337 OF THE
TARIFF ACT OF 1930 AND THE MEANING OF "DOMESTIC
INDUSTRY"
Appellant Schaper Manufacturing Company develops, manufac-
tures, and markets toy products;1 appellant A. Eddy Goldfarb in-
vents and licenses toys to toy manufacturers. 2 Schaper filed a com-
plaint3 with the United States International Trade Commission
(ITC),4 one of the appellees in the case, against the other appel-
lees, Soma Traders et al.,5 under section 337 of the Tariff Act of
Schaper Mfg. Co. (& A. Eddy Goldfarb) v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n (Soma
Traders et al.), 717 F.2d 1368, 1369-70 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Schaper is located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Id.
* Id. at 1370. Goldfarb is located in Northridge, California. Id.
' Notice of the investigation was published in the Federal Register of May 19, 1982, 47
Fed. Reg. 21,638 (1982). The notice was amended in the Federal Register of August 11,
1982. 47 Fed. Reg. 34,864 (1982).
' The United States International Trade Commission (ITC) is a bipartisan, quasi-judicial
agency with broad powers to investigate all factors relating to the effect of United States
foreign trade on domestic production, employment, and consumption. 1982 INTERNATIONAL'
TRADE COMMISSION ANN. REP. ix. Key statutes involving the powers of the ITC are section
201 of the Trade Act of 1974 (Escape-Clause Investigations), Import Relief for Domestic
Industries; section 337, Tariff Act of 1930 (Investigations of Unfair Practices in Import
Trade); section 703 (a), Tariff Act of 1930 (Preliminary Countervailing Duty Investigations),
Subsidized Imports; section 705 (b), Tariff Act of 1930 (Final Countervailing Duty Investi-
gations), Subsidized Imports; section 733 (a), Tariff Act of 1930 (Preliminary Antidumping
Investigations), Imports Marketed at Less Than Fair Value; section 735 (b), Tariff Act of
1930 (Final Antidumping Investigations), Imports Marketed at Less than Fair Value; sec-
tion 332, Tariff Act of 1930 (General-Purpose Investigations); and section 22, Agricultural
Adjustment Act, Import Interference with Agricultural Programs. Id. at Appendix E, 68-69.
' The respondents originally named in the notice of investigation were: Esco Imports,
Fishel Toys, Greeman Bros. Inc., M.W. Kasch Co., Larco, Inc., LJN Toys, LJN Toys-Hong
Kong, Milton D. Myer Co., Northern Specialties, Novelty Distributing, Pensick & Gordon,
Soma Traders, and Universal International (Holdings) U.S.A. 47 Fed. Reg. at 21,639 (1982).
On July 2, 1982, the Commission terminated Larco as a respondent, notice of which was
published in Federal Register of July 8, 1982. 47 Fed. Reg. 29,733 (1982). On October 19,
1982, the Commission terminated LJN, LJN-Hong Kong, and Universal on the basis of a
settlement agreement. 47 Fed. Reg. 47,706 (1982). The proposal for the settlement agree-
ment was published in the Federal Register of September 22, 1982. 47 Fed. Reg. 41,880
(1982). The Administrative Law Judge (section 337 investigations involve formal evidentiary
hearings held in accord with the Administrative Procedure Act before an administrative law
judge, 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (c) (1982); see infra note 7) precluded Respondent Fishel from ap-
pearing before him at the evidentiary hearing to contest any allegation in the complaint and
from submitting evidence in the investigation because of Fishel's failure to participate in
discovery and wilful disregard of his orders. Greeman, Northern, and Kasch did not partici-
pate in the evidentiary hearing before the Administrative Law Judge. Certain Miniature,
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.1930.6 In the complaint, Schaper alleged unfair methods of compe-
Battery-Operated, All-Terrain, Wheeled Vehicles (Toy Vehicles), 4 ITRD (BNA) 1920, 1921
(1982).
a The predecessor of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 was section 316 of the Tariff
Act of 1922. Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 was amended by section 341 of the Trade
Act of 1974. Section 337 was further amended by the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. The
current cite for the section is 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (1982).
Section 1337 (a) states:
Unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation of articles into
the United States, or in their sale by the owner, importer, consignee, or agent of
either, the effect or tendancy of which is to destroy or substantially injure an in-
dustry, efficiently and economically operated, in the United States, or to prevent
the establishment of such an industry, or to restrain or monopolize trade and com-
merce in the United States, are declared unlawful, and when found by the Com-
mission to exist shall be dealt with, in addition to any other provisions of law, as
provided in this section.
Section 1337 (b) establishes certain procedures for the ITC to follow in its investigation of
alleged violations.
Section 1337 (c) requires that investigations be conducted on the record in accord with
the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. §§ et seq.) and that persons adversely affected
by a final determination of the Commission may appeal to the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Federal Circuit.
Sections 1337 (d) and (f) authorize the ITC to issue an exclusionary order directing the
Secretary of the Treasury to deny entry to articles violating the statute or to require offend-
ing persons to cease and desist from engaging in the unfair methods or acts.
Section 1337 (e) permits the ITC to issue a temporary exclusion order prohibiting further
entry of offending articles except under bond.
Section 1337 (g) provides for an ITC order to take effect within sixty days unless the
President disapproves on policy grounds.
Section 1337 (h) provides that any exclusion from entry or order, except as provided in (f)
and (g), shall continue in effect until the offending conditions no longer exist.
Section 1337 (i) identifies alternative procedures and remedies in patent-based cases for
offending articles imported by and for the use of the United States.
Section 1337 (j) defines United States as the customs territory of the United States as
defined in general headnote 2 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States, i.e. "the States,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico." TSUSA-1983, USITC Pub. 1317, at 3.
For an overview of the entire section, see Ablondi & Vent, Section 337 Import Investiga-
tions - Unfair Import Practices, 4 Loy. LA. INT'L & COMP. L.J. 27, 28-29 (1981).
The amendments in 1974 were extensive in terms of the ITC's jurisdiction, but "the basic
operative words of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, concerning what actions violated
the section, were not changed by the Trade Act." Leonard & Foster, The Metamorphosis of
the U.S. International Trade Commission Under the Trade Act of 1974, 16 VA. J. INT'L L.
719, 749-50 (1975-76). The Trade Act, though, did expand the Commission's jurisdiction
over unfair trade practices. Id. at 750-77. See also Minchew & Webster, Regulating Unfair
Practices in International Trade: The Role of the United States International Trade Com-
mission, 8 GA. J. INT'L & Comp. L. 27 (1978); Hemmendinger, Barringer, & Kosl, Section 337:
A Case for Repeal or Change, 8 GA. J. INT'L & CoUp. L. 81 (1978); Kaye & Plaia, The Filing
and Defending of Section 337 Actions, 5 N.C.J. INT'L L. & Com. REG. 463, 464-470 (1980-81);
Kaye & Plaia, Revitalization of Unfair Trade Causes in the Importation of Goods: An
Analysis of the Amendments to Section 337, 57 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'y 208, 269 (1975); McDer-
mid, The Trade Act of 1974: Section 337 of the Tariff Act and the Public Interest, 11 VAND.
J. TRANSNAT'L L. 421 (1978); Note, The Revitalization of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of
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tition and unfair acts by Soma in the importation or sale of certain
miniature, battery-operated, all-terrain, wheeled vehicles.7 As a re-
1930 Under the Trade Act of 1974, 11 J. INT'L L. & EcON. 167 (1976). According to one
commentator, the 1974 amendments:
changed the role of the ITC from that of a relatively passive adviser on potential
courses of action to the President to that of final judge, subject to Presidential
override and judicial review, of whether a violation has occurred. Additionally, the
Trade Act provides that in the event that the violation is found, the ITC may not
issue cease and desist orders. Prior to passage of the Act, exclusion of the articles
of trade from entry into the United States was the only remedy for violation.
McDermid, supra, at 421-22.
For a discussion of the 1979 amendments, which like the 1974 amendments did not alter
the basic operative words defining an unfair trade practice in section 337, see Kaye & Plaia,
Unfair Competition in Imports: A Review of Developments During the Year 1979 Under
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 62 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 582, 618 (1980). One of these
amendments was intended to solve the jurisdictional problems created by the 1974 amend-
ments which had caused some such as Hemmendinger, Barringer, and Kossl, supra, and
Fischbach, infra note 27, to call for the repeal of section 337. These problems were created
by complaints alleging predatory pricing, but which were considered by either the ITC or
other agencies to be more appropriately antidumping or countervailing duty problems to be
handled by the Department of the Treasury. Complainants had attempted to institute not
only section 337 proceedings, but also countervailing duty and antidumping investigations,
which respondents had complained of as harassment. After 1979 it was clear that section
337 does not cover actions within the purview of countervailing or antidumping law. Kaye
and Plaia, Unfair Competition in Imports: A Review of Developments During the Year
1979 Under Section 377 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 62 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 618, 619-20 n.153
(1980). While the Commission cannot utilize section 337 in matters that are based solely on
alleged acts and effects which are within the purview of the countervailing duty or an-
tidumping statues, it may exercise jurisdiction over matters containing elements of the an-
tidumping or countervailing duty laws as well as elements of other unfair methods of com-
petition and unfair acts. Brandt & Zeitler, Unfair Import Trade Practice Jurisdiction: The
Applicability of Section 337 and the Countervailing Duty and Antidumping Laws, 12 LAW
& POL. INT'L Bus. 95, 102-03 (1980).
Section 337 was amended again in 1980. The statute now provides for review of ITC final
determinations by the United States Court of Appeals (at that time the Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals, see infra note 22) in accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act
(5 U.S.C. §§ 706 et seq.). Certain findings of the ITC not previously appealable became
reviewable by the Court of Appeals. These findings would include ones related to public
health and welfare, competitive conditions in the United States economy, production of like
or directly competitive articles in the United States, United States consumers, amount and
nature of bond, and appropriate remedy. Kaye & Plaia, Unfair Practices in International
Trade Competition: A Review of Developments Under Section 337, 64 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'v
360, 386-87 (1982).
For a general explanation of the proceedings by the ITC, see Herrington, Unfair Practices
in the Import Trade, Mar. J. Bus. L. 162 (1982); see also Kaye & Plaia, The Filing and
Defending of Section 337 Actions, 6 N.C.J. INT'L L. & COM. REG. at 469-70.
1 Appellant's toy vehicles "are sold under the mark STOMPER and comprise a line of
over twenty models which are styled after such full-size vehicles as trucks, cars, recreational
vehicles, and construction vehicles. They are retailed individually in blister packs or in sets
with various accessories." Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD (BNA) 1920, 1921 (1983). The Stomper toy
vehicles and accessories were created and designed in 1979 by Goldfarb which granted
Schaper an exclusive license in the same year to manufacture, use, and sell the products.
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suit of its investigation,8 the ITC found no violation of section 337
on the ground that appellants "do not constitute 'an industry. . .in
the United States' within the meaning of that phrase as used in
section 337. '9 The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit reviewed the ITC's finding that had terminated the investi-
gation. Held, affirmed. Appellants' domestic inspection activities in
the production of the toy vehicles marketed under the trade name
"Stomper" add insufficient value to the product to bring appel-
lants under section 337 and the application of its sanctions.10
Schaper Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368 (Fed.
Cir. 1983) [hereinafter referred to as Schaper].
The ITC has established a number of tests for deciding that an
importer such as Soma has violated section 337.11 The most impor-
tant of these tests is one determining whether the alleged unfair
method of competition or unfair act has been committed against
an industry in the United States. The requirement that the injured
party be a domestic industry is pivotal because even if an importer
Schaper Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Gold-
farb obtained a patent for the toy vehicles on December 22, 1981, and has continued to
develop successive lines of Stomper vehicles and accessories. Id. Schaper arranged for the
manufacture of the vehicles by Kader Industrial Company, an unrelated firm located in
Hong Kong. Id.
Appellee Soma also imports toy vehicles from Hong Kong, which are marketed under the
names "Super Climbers" and "Military Super Climber." Id. The Soma toy vehicles are sold
by toy wholesalers, including appellees Myer, Esco, Pensick, and Novelty. Id. These appel-
lees do not sell accessories with their vehicles. Id.
Appellants allege that the Soma vehicles are copies of the Stomper, "involving (1) in-
fringement of U.S. Letters Patent 4,306,375 (the '375 patent) and (2) falsedesignation of
source by reason of the copying .... Id. at 1369. Appellants further allege injury to "an
industry, efficiently and economically operated, in the United States." Id.
8 47 Fed. Reg. 46,907 (1982). On October 15, 1982, the International Trade Commission
terminated its investigation of Toy Vehicles.
• Schaper Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
10 See 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (d) and (f), supra note 6, which authorize the ITC to deny entry
to offending articles or to require offending persons to cease and desist from engaging in the
unfair methods or acts.
" These tests are derived from the statutory elements of section 337 (a) as discussed and
set forth supra note 6: (1) unfair methods of competition or unfair acts; (2) importation of
articles or sale by the owner, importer, consignee, or agent of either; (3) effect or tendency to
destroy or substantially injure (a) an efficiently and economically operated (b) industry in
the United States; (4) effect or tendency to prevent the establishment of such an industry;
or (5) effect or tendency to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce in the United States.
See generally Ablondi & Vent, supra note 6, at 37-40; Kaye & Plaia, Tariff Act Section 337
Revisited: A Review of Developments Since the Amendments of 1975, 59 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y
3, 9 (1977); Duvall, The Rule of Law in International Trade: Litigating Unfair Import
Trade Practice Cases Before the United States International Trade Commission, 15 LAw.
AM. 31, 32 (1983).
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commits a section 337 violation, 2 the ITC provides no remedy un-
less the injured party is a domestic industry or an industry which
has been prevented from being domestically established.13 Until
1980, the ITC had interpreted domestic industry to mean an in-
dustry whose product was not only sold but also manufactured
within the United States." In Certain Airtight Cast-Iron Stoves,
decided in 1980,15 the ITC expanded its definition of domestic in-
dustry to include industries that may not involve domestic produc-
tion of goods but that add significant value domestically to im-
ported goods.'" The holding in Schaper, however, suggests that in
future cases the ITC's interpretation of domestic industry will be
narrowed so as to preclude relief to domestic companies which add
value domestically through inappropriate or insufficient activi-
ties.' This Recent' Development examines the limitations placed
on the value-added test by the Schaper holding.
The landmark case establishing the ITC's pre-1980 definition of
domestic industry as a domestic manufacturer was Frischer & Co.
v. Bakelite Corp., decided in 1930.18 The complaint which initiated
the Bakelite investigation by the United States Tariff Commis-
sion" was brought under section 315 of the Tariff Act of 1922.2" In
" In the past, patent-based investigations accounted for approximately 90% of the ITC's
section 337 workload. During 1982, however, investigations involving nonpatent issues such
as trademark and copyright infringement, passing off false designation of origin, and misap-
propriation of trade secrets accounted for approximately one-third of the workload. 1982
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION ANN. REP. 11.
's See 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (a). See also Kaye & Plaia, supra note 11, at 21-22; Ablondi &
Vent, supra note 6, at 39-40; Sirilla, A View of the United States International Trade
Commission As a Forum for Suit by Domestic Importers of Products Made Abroad, 65 J.
PAT. OFF. Soc'v 46, 46-47 (1983).
" See infra note 34 and accompanying text.
" 215 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 963 (1980); 3 ITRD (BNA) 1158 (1980).
" See infra note 50 and accompanying text. See also Sirilla, supra note 13, at 57.
" Duvall, supra note 11, at 36.
" 39 F.2d (C.C.P.A. 1930).
' From its creation by the Revenue Act of 1916, ch. 463, §§ 700-09, 39 Stat. 795 (1916)
(no longer in force) until 1974, the ITC was called the United States Tariff Commission.
McDermid, supra note 6, at 421; Leonard & Foster, supra note 6, at 720. The name change
was brought about by the Trade Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-618, § 171, 88 Stat. 1978, 2009
(1975) (codified at 19 U.S.C. § 2231 (1982)). Kaye & Plaia, N.C.J. INT'L L. & CoM. REG.,
supra note 6, at 464 n.7. See also Duvall, The Expeditious Adjudication of Section 337
Unfair Import Trade Practice Cases at the United States International Trade Commis-
sion, 9 AM. PAT. L.A.Q. 157 (1981).
10 As indicated supra note 6, section 316 of the Tariff Act of 1922 was the predecessor of
section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. For a summary and analysis of the Tariff Commis-
sion's enforcement of section 316 as well as its successor prior to the 1974 amendments, see
Musrey, Tariff Act's Section 337: Vehicle for the Protection and Extension of Monopolies,
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reviewing the Tariff Commission's findings and recommendations
to the President that there was a section 316 violation, 1 the
United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals2 2 affirmed
that there was unfair competition and that the offending imported
goods should be excluded from the country.2 3 The court noted that
section 316 was "intended to protect American industries and to
further and to promote the protection of domestic goods. '2 4 The
court also noted that the Tariff Commission had correctly invoked
section 316 since that statutory provision was the only reasonable
remedy available to a domestic industry injured by imported arti-
cles which infringed United States patents.2 5 The court then dis-
tinguished the case of the sale of articles produced in the United
States, where the infringing manufacturer can be proceeded
against directly, from the "domestic patentees [who] have no effec-
tive means through the courts of preventing the sale of imported
merchandise in violation of their patent rights. '2' The Bakelite
court, therefore, not only established that a section 337 complain-
ant would have to be a domestic manufacturer, but it established
as well that the respondent must not be a domestic manufacturer
who could be proceeded against in the courts.27
5 LAW & POL. INT'L Bus. 46 (1973). For a summary and analysis of sections 316 and 337,
including the effect of the 1974 amendments, see Ward, The Tariff Act of 1930-Section
337: An Antitrust Ugly Duckling, 27 ANTITRUST BULL. 355 (1982). For a discussion of the
1979 amendments, as noted supra note 6, see Kaye & Plaia, 62 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'Y 582 (1980).
The 1980 changes are discussed in Kaye & Plaia, 64 J. PAT. OFF. Soc'v 360, as noted supra
note 6.
, The ITC, subject to presidential review, now determines whether a section 337 viola-
tion has occurred, whereas prior to the 1974 Trade Act amendments, the President made
this determination. Leonard & Foster, supra note 6, at 750. See also McDermid, supra note
6, at 422; Kaye & Plaia, N.C.J. INT'L L. & COM. REG., supra note 6, at 465.
22 Before the United States Court of Appeals was established on October 1, 1982, by a
merger of the United States Court of Claims and the United States Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals, persons adversely affected by a final determination of the ITC appealed to
the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. Duvall, supra note 11, at 34 n.14; Duvall, supra
note 19, at 159.
:3 39 F.2d at 249.
2 Id. at 253.
22 Id. at 259-60.
I6 /d.
27 That section 337 is applicable only against foreign producers or importers has been the
source of criticism by those who note that persons who are victimized by domestic parties
do not have the same rights to action as those afforded a section 337 victim. One commenta-
tor notes the following differences: (1) the section 337 victim has a private right to an
administrative proceeding, whereas the non-337 victim, who is governed by section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, has only a private right to judicial proceeding and even
then his allegation of an unfair act must fall within the ambit of the Clayton Act; (2) the
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A recent section 337 case which reaffirmed Bakelite was Certain
Ultra-Microtome Freezing Attachments, 28 decided by the ITC in
1976. The Microtome investigation was brought under section 337
as amended in 1974.29 The case concerned whether there was a do-
mestic industry within the meaning of section 337, and whether a
domestic industry was prevented from being established within the
meaning of that statute.30 The ITC found for the respondent on
both issues and terminated the investigation.3 1 In so doing, the
commission relied upon its past decisions "from Bakelite through
Electronic Pianos, ' 32 in which it had "defined 'industry' in section
337 investigations, based upon claims of patent infringement,33 as
the domestic manufacture or production of the patented product
by the patentee or his licensee. ' 34 In addition, the commission
noted that legislative histories of section 316 of the Tariff Act of
1922 and of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 indicated that the
intent of the statute was the protection of domestic manufacture of
goods.35 Citing the wording of section 337 as support, the commis-
sion concluded that the requirement that the industry be "effi-
ciently and economically operated" presumed manufacturing, for
"if the statute were addressed to the patent rights per se of a pat-
entee, there would be no need for the test of efficiency and econ-
omy of operation." s Thus, according to the commission, "mere
ownership and licensing of patent rights does not constitute an in-
dustry within the meaning of section 337," because "to constitute
an industry within the meaning of section 337, there must be do-
mestic manufacture of the patented product by a patentee or by its
licensee."3
section 337 victim's attorney in effect acts as a prosecutor rather than a government attor-
ney as in Federal Trade Commission proceedings involving the non-337 victim; and (3) sec-
tion 337 victims may lodge accusations without having to meet the public interest criteria
required for non-337 victims under section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Fisch-
bach, The Need to Improve Consistency in the Application and Interpretation of Section
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 8 GA. J.
INT'L & COMP. L. 65, 73-74 (1978).
:8 195 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 653 (1976).
1' The effects of the 1974 amendments are discussed supra note 6.
'o 195 U.S.P.Q. at 656.
"' Id. at 655.
S Inv. No. 337-31, USITC Pub. 721 (March 1975).
S3 See supra note 12.
195 U.S.P.Q. at 656.
35 Id.
36 Id.
"7 Id. at 658. The Commission also considered whether the complainant had been prohib-
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In 1980, the ITC departed from its Bakelite definition of domes-
tic industry in Certain Airtight Cast-Iron Stoves.38 To justify its
departure from the Bakelite definition, the commission turned to
legislative history, one of the supporting sources cited in Micro-
tome. In Microtome the commission had drawn support from the
legislative histories of the 1922 and 1930 tariff acts, stating without
explanation that the histories indicated the intent of section 337 to
be the protection of domestic manufacturers.39 In Stoves the com-
mission initially disclaimed this legislative history as an aid to the
statutory construction of domestic industry, pointing out that the
legislative histories of both section 316 of the 1922 act and section
337 of the 1930 act were not helpful in defining the term indus-
try.40 Subsequently, however, the commission noted that there was
some indication that the act was not intended to be limited to the
protection of manufacturing activity. 4' After giving several exam-
ples from the Senate debates, the commissioners then concluded
that it was clear Congress distinguished between "industry" and
"manufacturing" when it adopted the Tariff Act of 1930.42 For
support, they noted that "Congress could have specified injury to
'domestic manufacturers' in section 337. . . [but] decided to re-
quire injury to a 'domestic industry'. '43 Thus, notwithstanding its
initial disclaimer, the ITC used legislative history to construe the
statute.
The primary legislative history upon which the commission re-
lied was the Senate Finance Committee's report on the Trade Act
of 1974." Based upon the Senate report, the ITC found that the
objective of section 337 goes beyond mere protectionism for Ameri-
can manufacturers.45 Quoting from the report, the commission ob-
served that "'the public health and welfare and the assurance of
ited from establishing a domestic industry and concluded on that issue that "mere owner-
ship and licensing of patent rights does not provide a basis for relief on the ground that an
industry is prevented from being established within the meaning of section 337." Id. It fur-
ther concluded that "prevention of the establishment of an industry under section 337,
when that industry has not already begun production operations, requires showing a readi-
ness to commence production." Id.
-8 215 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 963 (1980); 3 ITRD (BNA) 1158 (1980).
:9 195 U.S.P.Q. at 656. See supra note 35 and accompanying text.
40 215 U.S.P.Q. at 967; 3 ITRD at 1161.
41 Id.
4I Id.
43 Id.
4 S. REP. No. 93-1298, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess. 197 (1974). This report was not available
when Microtome was decided.
45 Id.
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competitive conditions in the United States economy must be the
overriding considerations in the administration of this statute.'""
The commission's ranking of the protection of health, welfare, and
competition over that of manufacturing was clearly a break from
ITC tradition, 47 but just as clearly the non-traditional construction
of section 337 had its roots in the Senate Finance Committee
report.
This break from tradition in the hierarchical arrangement of re-
quirements for finding a section 337 violation may have provided
the basis for the ITC's institution of a new test for finding a do-
mestic industry in Stoves. Rather than demand, as it had before
Stoves, that the industry manufacture its product in the United
States, the commission adopted as a test " 'any systematic activity
which significantly employs use of American land, labor, and capi-
tal for the creation of value.' "48 As a result, the commissioners
found the complainant in the case, Jotul, to be a domestic industry
even though it was the subsidiary of a Norwegian corporation.49
The ITC's justification for its finding was the sufficiency of the
"value added" by Jotul's domestic activity in relation to the total
value of the stoves.5
The ITC used the Stoves "valued-added" test again in the 1981
Certain Airless Paint Spray Pumps51 and the 1982 Certain Cube
46 Id.
'" See supra notes 22, 32-35 and accompanying text.
41 215 U.S.P.Q. at 968; 3 ITRD at 1162.
4" The bulk of the industry consists of the distributors and retailers which sell and service
Jotul stoves. The retailers and distributors employ the vast majority of the workers in the
domestic industry. These companies remain domestically owned and operated, and they em-
ploy American labor. Furthermore, Jotul U.S.A. itself continues to be a domestic company
because it employs a substantial amount of American labor, has shipping and servicing facil-
ities in Portland, Maine, and is a Delaware corporation. 215 U.S.P.Q. at 968; 3 ITRD at
1162.
50 The Commission found:
clearly a significant employment of land, labor, and capital for the creation of
value .... The industry here is Jotul U.S.A., the importer, and a network of 15
distributors and 750 dealers throughout the United States. The economic activity
that they engage in is more than simply stoves. A major part of Jotul's function is
to repair and test stoves .... At the Portland facility, the staff repairs and tests
the stoves, designs advertising, and print [sic] brochures, including a servicing
manual. Jotul U.S.A. also instructs its dealers on the safe installation of wood-
burning stoves. These repair and installation aspects of this retail trade distin-
guish this industry from many potential industries because the value added do-
mestically is significant.
215 U.S.P.Q. at 968; 3 ITRD at 1162.
51 216 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 465 (1981); 3 ITRD (BNA) 2041 (1981).
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Puzzles52 decisions. In Pumps the commission relied on Stoves and
found the cases to be indistinguishable on the value-added issue. 3
The domestic distributor in Pumps was the complainant's licensee
under a patent for the pumps at issue and, according to the ITC,
constituted a domestic industry even though it was a Canadian
manufacturer.5 4 Using the value-added test, the commission found
that it was a domestic industry based on the frequent servicing of
pumps in the United States. 5 While the commission determined
that the warranty repairs in Pumps and Stoves were indistinguish-
able, it noted that the repair activities in Puzzles and Stoves were
distinguishable.5 6 Nevertheless, it still concluded that the repairs
in Puzzles, joined with the distributor's quality control and pack-
aging operations, were significant enough to qualify the distributor
of the puzzles as a domestic industry notwithstanding the non-do-
mestic production of the toy.57 Most importantly, the commission
found its evidence for the significance of the domestic activities in
"the value added in the United States."5 8
Thus, it appeared that the value-added test would be very liber-
ally applied until Toy Vehicles/Schaper was decided.59 The fact
that the ITC in Toy Vehicles, and subsequently the United States
Court of Appeals in Schaper, did not find a domestic industry
leads to an inference that the broader definition of a domestic in-
dustry initiated in Stoves is now subject to limitations. The first
hint that Toy Vehicles/Schaper might have a different result came
at the beginning of the decisions when the ITC as well as the court
of appeals relied upon section 337(j) to conclude that the statute
restricts the meaning of United States to its geographical bounda-
ries, excluding citizenship as sufficient to establish a domestic in-
dustry. 60 The commission and the court concluded from the 337(j)
" 219 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 322 (1982); 4 ITRD (BNA) 2102 (1982).
216 U.S.P.Q. at 470; 3 ITRD at 2046.
Id.
" Id.
' "The repair activities in the instant investigation are performed in conjunction with
Ideal's [the distributor] quality control and are therefore distinguishable from the repair
activities performed in. . .Stoves. . .which occurred subsequent to distribution." 219
U.S.P.Q. at 335 n.110; 4 ITRD at 2115 n.110.
219 U.S.P.Q. at 334-35; 4 ITRD at 2114-15.
" 219 U.S.P.Q. at 335; 4 ITRD at 2115.
Although the ITC decided Toy Vehicles between Pumps and Puzzles, the commission's
decision in Puzzles was not appealed as was the Toy Vehicles decision.
0 See 19 U.S.C. § 1337 () (1982). Contained in both decisions was a quote from section
337 U) which specified that the meaning of United States in the statute is to be that used in
general headnote 2 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States for establishing the United
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definition of United States that the threshold requirement for cov-
erage by section 337 is a complainant whose industry is "geograph-
ically located in the United States."'" Both the reliance on section
337(j) and the use of the phrase "threshold requirement" are
unique in section 337 case law and were early indications in this
case that the meaning of domestic industry was to be strictly
construed.
Having examined the statutory language in section 337(j), both
the commission and court then proceeded to find Schaper's activi-
ties relating to production of the Stomper accessories and Gold-
farb's activities relating to both the vehicles and accessories to be
irrelevant to any domestic industry in the case.2 In excluding the
accessories from consideration, both opinions applied the same
rule, that "in cases under §337 involving United States articles
patents, the relevant domestic 'industry' extends only to articles
which come within the claims of the patent relied on."'63 That be-
ing the rule applied, the opinions determined that since the patent
alleged to be infringed covered only the Stomper vehicle, the acces-
sories were not within the ambit of the statute, notwithstanding
their production in the United States." In its attempt to establish
itself as a domestic industry within the meaning of section 337,
Schaper had argued that the industry encompassed both the vehi-
cles, which are manufactured in Hong Kong, and the accessories,
which are manufactured in the United States. 5 Schaper's license
encompassed both the vehicles and accessories, and Goldfarb had
patents for both.6 Arguably, therefore, had Schaper's complaint
alleged infringement of the patents for the accessories as well as
the vehicles,6 7 the commission and court would not have been able
to narrow the case to consideration of the vehicles, and Schaper
would have qualified as a domestic industry since it manufactures
the accessories domestically. Because the respondents' vehicles
were not sold with accessories, 8 however, the accessories might
States Customs Territory: "the States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico." 19
U.S.C. § 1337 () (1982).
"' Schaper Mfg. Co. v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1370 (Fed. Cir.
1983); Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD (BNA) 1920, 1922 (1982).
6 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1371; Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1923-24.
6 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1371.
:4 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1371; Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1923.
6 Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1923.
6 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1370. See also supra note 7.
67 See supra note 7 for the allegations made in the complaint.
66 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1370. See also supra note 7.
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have been excluded in the complaint even if their patents for the
accessories had been included in the complaint. The exclusion of
Goldfarb was also predictable since his activities were limited to
his patent rights per se, a factor which clearly eliminates a paten-
tee from section 337 coverage according to the Microtome
decision. 9
While the exclusions of the accessories and Goldfarb from the
definition of domestic industry were predictable under pre-1980
section 337 case law which does not apply the value-added tests, 70
their exclusions were nevertheless surprising considering the
Stoves decision. Commissioner Frank made that point in his dis-
sent in Toy Vehicles.71 He argued that the value added by the
manufacturer of the vehicles "is minimal compared with the do-
mestic investment by Schaper and Goldfarb in the design, develop-
ment, tooling, quality control, packaging, warehousing, advertising,
marketing, distribution, and sale of the Stomper toy vehicles and
accessories. '72 Given the extent of that value added, Frank con-
cluded that following the authority of Stoves there was sufficient
evidence that the complainants were a domestic industry.7 s The
majority, in excluding the Stomper accessories and Goldfarb, did
'9 Certain Ultra-Microtome Freezing Attachments, 195 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 653, 656 (1976).
See also supra notes 36 and 37 and accompanying text.
70 The ITC supported its exclusion of the accessories by citing Certain Molded-In Sand-
wich Panel Inserts, 218 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 832 (1982); 4 ITRD (BNA) 1020 (1982). Toy Vehi-
cles, 4.ITRD (BNA) 1920, 1923 (1982). While Sandwich Inserts was a post-Stoves decision,
it did not involve a non-domestic manufacturer as a complainant (218 U.S.P.Q. at 836-37)
and, therefore, in finding a domestic industry in the case, the commission could also have
cited Microtome.
The court of appeals supported its exclusion of the accessories by citing both Sandwich
Inserts and Certain Headboxes and Papermaking Machine Forming Sections, 213 U.S.P.Q.
(BNA) 291 (1981); 3 ITRD (BNA) 1992 (1981). Headboxes is more persuasive than Sand-
wich Inserts because even though the complainant in the case was a domestic manufacturer,
it was subjected to an exclusion of those facilities not dedicated to producing articles under
the patents at issue and not adversely affected by the alleged infringement. 213 U.S.P.Q. at
304. The court also cited 19 C.F.R. § 210.20 (a).8 (H) (1982) which sets forth the regulations
for the contents of a section 337 complaint when it is based upon an alleged patent infringe-
ment. Id. Specifically, the cited regulation states that the complaint should include "a show-
ing of any domestic production of the involved article or of any domestic utilization of the
involved process .. " Whether the regulation permits exclusion of a domestic industry
that does not domestically produce the involved article is questionable. This is especially
unclear in light of § 210.20 (a).7 which requires only that the complaint "include a descrip-
tion of the complainant's business and his interests in the trade and commerce or domestic
industry affected .. "
" Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD (BNA) 1920, 1936-37.(1982).
72 Id.
71 Id. at 1937.
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not even refer to Stoves, although the court in Schaper had al-
luded to the value-added test when it indicated that Goldfarb was
not covered by section 337 since the statute requires "either manu-
facture or production or servicing of the patented item. 74
In contrast to their exclusion of the accessories and Goldfarb,
when the commission and court excluded Schaper as a domestic
industry, they did not ignore Stoves. The commission, however,
did relegate its reference to Stoves to a footnote which referred the
reader to Commissioner Haggart's "Additional Views" attached to
the opinion.75 The court of appeals, on the other hand, addressed
the value-added test directly, relying heavily on Commissioner
Haggart's views. 76 The thrust of Haggart's argument as used by the
court was two-pronged. First the court reaffirmed Bakelite through
its reference to Microtome,77 and then distinguished Toy Vehicles!
Schaper from Puzzles,78 Stoves, and Pumps.7 9 By initiating their
analysis of Schaper's production activities with the Bakelite defini-
tion of domestic industry, Commissioner Haggart and the court in-
dicated that the pre-Stoves definition of domestic industry is still
the preferred test, notwithstanding the value-added supplement.
In addition, by distinguishing Toy Vehicles/Schaper from Stoves
and the other cases in which the value-added test has been used,
the court and the ITC clarified that there are some parameters on
the scope of the value-added test. Those parameters permit finding
a domestic industry where the domestic activities are extensive
and constitute repairs as found in Stoves and Pumps. They also
include less substantial repairs where the repairs are comple-
mented by quality control and packaging activities as in Puzzles.
Toy Vehicles/Schaper, however, suggests that the parameters do
71 Schaper Mfg. Co. v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1371 (Fed. Cir.
1983).
7" Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1924 n.29. In her additional views, Commissioner Stern also
refers to Stoves in a footnote. Id. at 1924 n.1.
76 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1372-73.
77 Id. at 1372.
7g The court noted that Schaper does no repairs and its inspection activities are not sub-
stantially different from random sampling and testing, whereas in Puzzles the complainant's
domestic activities consist of quality control, repair, and packaging operations which add
half of the product's value. Id. at 1372-73.
7 According to the court, Schaper's domestic activities are not comparable to the servic-
ing and installation activities in Stoves and Pumps, "in which substantial domestic repair
and installation activities necessarily associated with imported stoves (in Stoves), and do-
mestic product servicing under warranties as well as some domestic production (in Pumps),
were found by the Commission sufficient to warrant determinations that the 'industry' re-
quirement was met." Id. at 1373.
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not include inspection activities that merely constitute "random
sampling and testing that a normal importer would perform upon
receipt."8
Thus, from the exclusion of Schaper as a domestic industry, it is
possible to conclude that the value-added test remains viable only
so long as the complainant's domestic activities are substantial and
can be characterized as repairs, or where the activities are less sub-
stantial but are complemented by other activities. This conclusion
is substantiated by Commissioner Haggart's mode of analysis for
ascertaining the existence of a domestic industry in Puzzles and
Toy Vehicles. In both cases she applied a two-step process that
began with a look at the nature of the domestic activities in the
context of the specific industry involved and turned thereafter to a
comparison of the extent of the activities with the total production
process. 81 Commissioner Haggart would even go so far as to ana-
lyze the nature and extent of the domestic activities to the exclu-
sion of a value-added analysis which she finds to be too broad, as
well as unsupported by section 337 and its legislative history.82
Haggart's rejection of the value-added test is not followed by the
other commissioners, however, as they still include that factor in
their analysis. For example, in Commissioner Stern's Puzzles dis-
sent, she elevated the substantiality of the value added by the do-
mestic activities above her consideration of the extent of those ac-
tivities. This is demonstrated by her finding that even though
there were sufficent domestic activities, there was insufficient value
added by them to warrant recognition of the complainant as a do-
mestic industry.83 Commissioner Frank also supported the value-
added test in his Toy Vehicles dissent in which he elevated the
significance of that factor over the type of the activities contribut-
80 Id.
8) Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1935. Puzzles, 219 U.S.P.Q. at 334 n.98 (1982); 4 ITRD at
2114 n.98 (1982).
82 Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1935.
83 Puzzles, 219 U.S.P.Q. at 339; 4 ITRD at 2119. According to Stern:
When quality control, repair and packaging are examined, the value added to
Ideal's cube puzzle in the United States is minimal and when packaging is omit-
ted, the value added is de minimis.
I can find no rational way to distinguish this investigation from the Toy Trucks
investigation. Although more quality control and packaging are done in the
United States, the same type of domestic activities are performed in this case as
were performed in the Toy Trucks case. I, therefore, conclude that Ideal should
not be considered a domestic industry under section 337.
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ing to the cost of the product at issue. 4
A more probable conclusion that can be drawn from Toy Vehi-
cles/Schaper may be that the value-added test is still viable but is
not an exclusive consideration. The Bakelite definition of domestic
industry remains the preferred test, and only in those situations in
which the complainant fails to meet its requirement does the
value-added test come into play. Even then, there are other consid-
erations which must be weighed before the value added by a com-
plainant's domestic activities will be found determinative of a do-
mestic industry. Those considerations are the nature and extent of
the domestic activities. Notwithstanding the amount of the mone-
tary value added, therefore, if the activities of the complainant are
unrelated to the hands-on production process or are insignificant
in relation to the total production process, the industry could fail
to meet the definition of a domestic industry. Thus, in addition to
servicing, repair, and installation, the domestic activities consid-
ered to qualify as a domestic industry are those related to design,
research and development, tooling, manufacture, assembly, quality
control, or packaging86 but not those related to promotion, sales,
and financing.86 It also means that those activities should be signif-
icant in comparison to the total production process and cost.
In Toy Vehicles/Schaper, both the ITC and the court of appeals
avoided giving a precise figure for determining the sufficiency of
the extent or value of the domestic activities.8 7 Both also refrained
from giving an all-inclusive list of types of domestic activities that
would be relevant in finding a domestic industry.8 8 Thus, while
Toy Vehicles/Schaper has indicated that the value-added test is
one of several factors to be used in defining a domestic industry
within the meaning of section 337, the exact weight of the factor in
future cases has not been clarified. Given the tension between po-
litical pressure to limit the impact of the test 89 and economic pres-
" Supra notes 72-74 and accompanying text. Unlike Haggart, infra notes 86 & 87, Frank
included promotion, sales, and financing activities in his analysis.
Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1935 n.5 (from Commissioner Haggart's Additional Views).
, Schaper Mfg. Co. v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1373 (Fed. Cir.
1983). Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1935.
87 Schaper, 717 F.2d at 1373 n.11 and accompanying text.
Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1935 n.5.
88 After the Puzzles decision, William E. Brock, the United States Trade Representative,
wrote to ITC Chairman Eckes, noting that President Reagan had directed him to advise
Brock " 'of the concern expressed by the member agencies of the Trade Policy Commit-
tees... regarding employment of governmental resources... for investigations... under
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930... in circumstances not clearly within the scope of the
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sure to widen its scope,9 the test will undoubtedly remain a viable
aspect of section 337 case law, but could shift in importance as the
ITC changes in membership. 91
Kathy Bond
statute.' " Sirilla, supra note 13, at 48.
0 In his Toy Vehicles dissent, Frank notes:
Patent protection and rights in the United States are at the heart of this investi-
gation in my opinion. It is my belief that to define and construe narrowly the
intent of Congress with regard to Section 337 will markedly diminish the logic of
the object of the United States patent system. . . .A valid patent in the United
States should be adequate protection in the United States markets where consid-
erable costs in developing, advertising and distributing a product should not go
unnoticed or unrewarded in any calculation of total corporate costs of doing busi-
ness. . . . To stifle initiatives will curb future United States growth and
productivity.
Toy Vehicles, 4 ITRD at 1936-37.
According to one of the commentators:
.. .recent cases suggest that, in the face of tougher competition from abroad, the
ITC's definition of 'domestic industry' as used in section 337 will be construed
narrowly. This new interpretation will preclude relief to domestic companies in
labor-intensive industries, (for example, toy vehicle manufacturers), which find it
more economical to manufacture the basic product abroad, even though substan-
tial value in land, capital or labor is added to the product within the United
States, where it will be marketed. It remains to be seen whether this strict con-
struction will benefit the United States economy by protecting only 'all American'
companies from unfair imports ...
Duvall, supra note 11, at 36.
" The Commission membership for Microtome was comprised of: Leonard, Chr.;
Minchew, V-Chr.; More, Bedell, Parker and Ablondi. For Stoves it was comprised
of: Alberger, Chr.; Calhoun, V-Chr.; Moore, Bedell, and Stern. For Pumps the members
were: Alberger, Chr.; Calhoun, V-Chr.; Bedell, Stern, and Frank. For Puzzles they were:
Eckes, Chr.; Stern and Haggart; and, for Toy Vehicles they were Eckes, Chr.; Stern, Hag-
gart, and Frank.
In January 1976, V-Chr. Minchew publicly charged "sabotage" and "inefficiency" at the
ITC, charges which one commentator has attributed to Minchew's frustrations arising from
unfilled Commission vacancies. Note, The Revitalization of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of
1930 Under the Trade Act of 1974, 11 J. INT'L L. & EcoN. 167, 168.
The six Commissioners of the ITC are appointed by the President and confirmed by the
United States Senate for terms of nine years, unless appointed to fill an unexpired term.
1982 INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION ANN. REP. 27. A Commissioner who has served for
more than five years is not eligible for reappointment. Id. Not more than three Commission-
ers may be members of the same political party. Id. The Chairman is designated by the
President and serves for a two-year term. Id. No Chairman may be of the same political
party as the preceding Chairman, nor may the President designate two Commissioners of
the same political party as Chairman and Vice Chairman. Id.
Currently the Commissioners are Alfred Eckes, Chr., Republican of Virginia, term ending
June 16, 1990; Paula Stern, Democrat of District of Columbia, term ending June 16, 1987;
Veronica A. Haggart, Republican of District of Columbia, term ending June 16, 1984; and
Seeley G. Lodwick, Republican of Iowa, term ending December 16, 1991. United States In-
ternational Trade Commission, Information Sheet dated September 1983, accompanying
1982 Annual Report. There are two vacancies, one for the term ending June 16, 1985, and
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one for the term ending December 16, 1988. Id. The vacancy for the term ending June 16,
1985, was created by the June 16, 1982 resignation of Bill Alberger, Democrat of Oregon; the
vacancy for the term ending December 16, 1988 was created by the September 10, 1982,
resignation of Michael J. Calhoun, Independent of the District of Columbia. 1982 INTERNA-
TIONAL TRADE COMMISSION ANN. REP. 27. These two vacancies require non-Republicans and
have not been filled by President Reagan.
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